How are we going to invest for life?
The 2010s might be seen as a ‘lost decade’ in which
policy-makers fiddled while the world burned – literally so
in Australia as the decade ended. 2020 looks like crunch
time. Several key international conferences are coming up,
including COP26 (the UN Climate Change Conference in
Glasgow).
But the time for talking is over.
We’re
dangerously close to a tipping point, beyond which we
won’t be able to live as we expect to now.
We all know what a pension scheme is for: so we can carry
on living after we stop working. But we need to ensure the
planet is habitable.
Pension scheme trustees have
traditionally focused on maximising investment returns,
with little or no attention paid to the business activities
where contributions were invested. The 1985 case of
Cowan v. Scargill is sometimes still invoked in defence of
this outdated view. But the industry has largely moved
forward and we now hear more about ‘responsible
investment’.
The current leitmotif of responsible investment is abbreviated
‘ESG’: 'Environmental, Social and Governance’.
But in a
conservative industry notorious for herding and benchmarking
one another, there are real dangers in the way ESG is being
interpreted.
Pressure is coming from all sides. Members want to know
their pensions are secure; governments and regulators are
keen to ensure this; employers and trustees themselves are
growing anxious about the prospects for their assets.
Decisions made under pressure are not always wise ones
though.
First there is a temptation to simply ‘note’ the need to
recognise ESG and leave implementation to the asset
managers, who though beginning to ‘get it’ still look to
clients for instructions, and worry lest short-term
underperformance lead to loss of a mandate. Trustees can
and should push them to use their voting rights to back
ESG-related motions.
Trustees can be vulnerable to ‘greenwashing’ via funds
which superficially look good, but where the underlying
assets are unreconstructed.
This illustrates a second
danger, treating responsible investment as a tick-box
exercise. It arises all too easily in a culture where the main
driver is compliance: what do we have to do, and have we
done it?
Without an audit and impact review of the
investments however, a ‘tick-box’ approach won’t solve our
problems.
For many years now, trustees of almost all trust-based
pension schemes have been required to produce a
Statement of Investment Principles (SIP) and review it
regularly. A big change came last October: amendments to
the Investment Regs mean the SIP must now include
policies in relation to – among other things-

“financially material considerations over the appropriate
time horizon of the investments, including how those
considerations are taken into account in the selection,
retention and realisation of investments”. “’Financially
material considerations’ includes (but is not limited to)
environmental, social and governance considerations
(including but not limited to climate change), which the
trustees of the trust scheme consider financially
material.”
It’s much easier to adopt a negative screening approach,
identifying investments to be avoided, than to seek out
opportunities for positive impact. Pension schemes are
huge investors and should be facilitating the future,
backing sustainable business models.
Another danger is to restrict interpretation of ESG to
climate change. Simply leaving out fossil fuels is not
enough.
Responsible investment demands more
engagement by trustees with the businesses in which
they have chosen to invest.
ESG also means paying attention to Social issues:
diversity, employee rights, use of agency workers, supply
chain monitoring and so on. Just as important is good
Governance; better-governed companies are likely to
prove more profitable. Growing attention is being paid to
boardroom remuneration and directors’ pensions, with
the Financial Reporting Council strengthening the UK
Corporate Governance Code – a positive step for
shareholders.
We should not delegate all responsibility to trustees; any
more than we should sit back and wait for governments
to agree on the way forward. Most of us now are
pension scheme members, and we’re saving for our
lives. We can and must make our voices heard.
This year Planet Earth might pass the point of no return,
the tipping point I referred to earlier. It’s not only our
future that’s at stake: our children and grandchildren
might not have a life worth living. Unless we turn the
tanker around and invest in a sustainable planet.
The anthropologist Margaret Mead said “Never doubt
that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can
change the world; indeed, it's the only thing that ever
has.”
As sixteen-year-old Greta Thunberg has shown, even
one person’s solitary public stand can make a huge
diﬀerence.
Join the discussion to ensure we take the right approach
to ESG and take the time to subscribe if you want to be
notified for the next video!
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